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Preface

In recent weeks, the University of Victoria Environmental Law Centre (ELC) has received
questions from clients and concerned citizens regarding the role of the Province of British
Columbia (BC) in the Enbridge Northern Gateway Project Joint Review Panel (JRP) process.
Unlike most governmental bodies and agencies that are participating in this hearing, BC has
chosen to register as an “Intervenor” rather than as a “Government Participant.” It has also
declined the opportunity to tender documentary evidence into the hearing process. The
deadline for submitting such evidence has now expired.
Despite this, Premier Clark has indicated in the Legislative Assembly that BC may nevertheless
submit evidence before hearings end in 2013. 1 This evidence could well include a technical
assessment of the proposed project that, according to The Globe and Mail, has been completed
but not yet released. 2 In early June 2012, Coastal First Nations (CFN) brought a motion asking
the JRP to compel BC to tender this report as evidence. 3 BC has requested that it be given until
July 6, 2012 to respond to CFN. 4 The JRP has yet to respond publicly to this request.
Ultimately, it is the JRP’s responsibility to make recommendations about the fate of this project
based solely on the evidence put before it. And it is the duty of the BC government to represent
the Province’s interest in this hearing. While the JRP has received evidence from the Alberta
government as to the project’s benefits (particularly for Alberta oil producers), it has received
no evidence from the BC government as to its costs and impacts for British Columbia. There is
growing concern that this imbalance in the evidence submitted to the hearing may adversely
affect the ability of the JRP to weigh the costs and benefits of the project, and to fully consider
BC’s interests. As well, since that the hearing is now well advanced, many procedural and
evidentiary issues will arise should BC seek to adduce late evidence.

1

Les Leyne, “Clark’s silence on Enbridge is curious” Times Colonist (5 June 2012), online: Times Colonist <here>;
The Hon. C. Clark has suggested there remain significant opportunities to be involved in the process (see both
debates cited here). On May 31, 2012 Hon. C. Clark stated that “[w]e [the Province of BC] have the right to present
evidence in final hearings” following a discussion about the work the Province is doing to weigh the costs and
benefits of the project. SEE: BC, Legislative Assembly, Debates of the Legislative Assembly (Hansard), Committee C
Blues (31 May 2012) at 1035, online: Legislative Assembly <here>; also see exchange between A. Dix and Hon. C.
Clark: BC, Legislative Assembly, Official Report of the Debates of the Legislative Assembly (Hansard), Vol. 36, No. 4
(1 May 2012) at 11343, online: Legislative Assembly <here>.
2
Justine Hunter, “In B.C., energy policy becomes a political battleground” The Globe and Mail (3 June 2012),
online: The Globe and Mail <here>.
3
Coastal First Nations, “Notice of Motion: OH-4-2011” (8 June 2012), online: Public Registry <here>.
4
Letter to JRP from BC, “Re: Motion date June 8, 2012 by the Coastal First Nations” (15 June 2012), online: Public
Registry <here>.
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For these reasons, the ELC has decided to publish this special report. In it, we offer an overview
of the JRP hearing process, consider the legal implications of BC’s decision to register as an
Intervenor rather than a Government Participant, and offer some views on the question of
whether BC will be allowed to submit evidence to the JRP prior to the projected conclusion of
the hearings in 2013. 5 We also consider the implications that might flow if this were to occur.

Summary

The primary difference between the legal status of a Governmental Participant and an
Intervenor is that Intervenors are normally only subject to cross-examination if they have
submitted evidence, 6 whereas Government Participants may be required to answer questions
during final hearings even if they have not submitted evidence. 7 Thus, by registering as an
Intervenor and choosing not to submit evidence BC has taken the position that it is not required
to answer questions from other Parties. 8
It is now late in the hearing process. The deadline for filing written evidence expired on
January 4, 2012. As such, BC no longer has the right to submit evidence, such as technical
reports and other documents. To do so at this juncture requires the permission of the JRP.
Whether the Panel would exercise its discretion to allow BC to tender such evidence at this late
stage depends on a variety of factors. These include the reasons offered for the delay in
submitting the evidence, the extent to which the submission will assist the Panel and whether
the introduction of this “new” evidence would cause prejudice to other Parties or delay the
process. The longer BC delays in seeking the permission to tender evidence, the less likely the
Panel will grant the application. If the Panel were to grant the request, it would likely only do
so on the basis that the process be delayed in order to allow other Parties to submit written
questions on the evidence, to allow Enbridge to submit further evidence in response and to
ensure the evidence and relevant witnesses could also be cross-examined prior to final
argument.

5

JRP, “Newsletter March 2012 – Volume 4 – Process Update”, online: JRP <here>.
See discussion in footnote 73.
7
See discussion in text accompanying footnote 38.
8
Letter from BC to JRP, “Re: Information Request No. 1 to the Government of British Columbia from Douglas
Channel Watch,” (28 May 2012) online: Public Registry <here>; Letter from BC to JRP, “Re: May 30 Procedural
Conference,” (11 June 2012) online: <here>.
6
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Facts & Context

The mandate of the JRP is to weigh all the evidence submitted by the Parties. Based on this
evidence the JRP is to complete a report setting out its conclusions and recommendations. In
fulfilling this mandate, the Panel is obliged to undertake a comprehensive analysis of the costs
and benefits of the project and consider various factors set out in the National Energy Board Act
and Canadian Environmental Assessment Act. 9
Governments at all levels, non-governmental organizations, corporations and thousands of
individuals are involved in this hearing. Many First Nations whose Aboriginal rights and title
are likely to be affected by the project are also involved. Given the significant impacts associated
with the project, its political saliency and the fact that BC has delegated to this Panel the legal
responsibility to consider environmental impacts within the province, 10 questions are
increasingly being asked about BC’s approach in this hearing process. 11
That the BC Government did not intend to take a hands-on role in these hearings was signalled
from the outset by its decision to register as an Intervenor: it is virtually the only governmental
entity that elected this designation. 12 The Government of Alberta, several federal departments, 13
and six local governments 14 have all registered as Government Participants. To date, BC’s
involvement in the review process has been largely limited to requesting additional information
from Enbridge. 15 BC has submitted no evidence of its own (the deadline for doing so having
passed on January 4, 2012), 16 unlike the Alberta government. 17

9

Under the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act the JRP is required to consider the environmental impacts
and mitigations options for the pipeline. Under the National Energy Board Act the Panel must consider the
availability of oil and other commodities (i.e. condensate) to the pipeline, the existence of markets for the oil, the
economic feasibility of the pipeline, the financial responsibility and structure of Enbridge and the public interest of
granting or refusing the application; SEE: Canadian Environmental Assessment Act, SC 1992, c 37, at s. 34, online:
Department of Justice <here>; National Energy Board Act, RSC, 1985 c. N-7, at s. 52, online: Department of Justice
<here>.
10
National Energy Board and Environmental Assessment Office of British Columbia, “Environmental Assessment
Equivalency Agreement” (21 June 2010), online: NEB <here>.
11
Les Leyne, “Clark’s silence on Enbridge is curious” Times Colonist (5 June 2012), online: Times Colonist <here>.
12
See list of registered Intervenors and Government Participants on the Public Registry here.
13
Federal ministries registered as Government Participants include Environment Canada, Natural Resources
Canada, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development and Transport Canada.
14
Local governments registered as Government Participants include District of Chetwynd, District of Fort St. James,
District of Kitimat, Village of Masset, Village of Queen Charlotte and Woodlands County.
15
In August 2011, during the first found of information requests, BC requested additional mapping of the pipeline
route and detailed site requirements. In November 2011, during the second round of information requests on
Enbridge’s application BC requested additional information on a variety of aspects of Enbridge’s application. See:
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The evidence submitted by the Alberta government portrays the project in unequivocally
positive terms, focussing on the economic benefits accruing to Alberta based oil producers. 18
There is no comparable evidence that chronicles the overall costs and impacts of the project
from the perspective of British Columbia. While various Government Participants and
Intervenors do address potential risks, costs and impacts associated with the project for BC,
none of these Parties have the mandate to speak on behalf of the ‘provincial interest’ nor the
resources and expertise to assemble a comprehensive evidence brief of this kind.
In early June, the CFN brought a motion asking that the Province be compelled to file reports
that it has completed on the project and that Intervenors be given the opportunity to question
the Province on this evidence. 19 The Panel has yet to rule on this motion.

ANALYSIS

Below, we analyze in two Parts the issues concerning the role of the BC government in the JRP
process and its ability to tender evidence at this late stage in the JRP hearing.
In Part I, we provide some context in terms of the design and rationale for the JRP hearing
process. To this end, we offer an overview of the process and a detailed discussion of the seven
stages of the hearing process.
In Part II, we seek to answer the specific procedural questions relating to BC’s participation in
the process to date as an Intervenor, the likelihood that it will be granted permission by the JRP
to adduce evidence after the deadline for doing so has expired and implications that will flow if
such permission were to be granted.

documents relating to BC’s First Information request here and Second Information Request here with minor
amendments to the second request here.
16
Hearing Order AO-001-OH-4-2011 (Amending Hearing Order OH-4-2011) at article 8.5, online: Public Registry
<here> [Amended Hearing Order].
17
See the technical report tendered by Alberta: Wood Mackenzie, Inc., “A Netback Impact Analysis of West Coast
Export Capacity” for Alberta Department of Energy (December 2011), online: Public Registry <here>.
18
Alberta’s evidence focuses on the impact of the project on Alberta’s stated interest in market diversification
initiatives for petroleum products, see the technical report tendered by Alberta: Wood Mackenzie, Inc., “A Netback
Impact Analysis of West Coast Export Capacity” for Alberta Department of Energy (December 2011), online: Public
Registry <here>.
19
Coastal First Nations, “Notice of Motion: OH-4-2011” (8 June 2012), online: Public Registry <here>.
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PART I

OVERVIEW
The review process for the Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline is complex. We have prepared
two graphics that visually chart the various stages in the JRP process and identify relevant
deadlines and significant dates: see Appendices 1 and 2. The JRP process occurs in seven
relatively discrete stages. These are as follows:
Stage 1: Pre-Hearing Matters
Stage 2: Registration
Stage 3: Written Questions
Stage 4: Community Hearings: submission of oral evidence
Stage 5: Community Hearings: submission of oral statements
Stage 6: Cross-Examination
Stage 7: Final Argument

?
2010 | | | | | | | |

2011

| | | | | | | |

2012

| | | | | | | |

2013

?
| | | | | | | |

The process has been designed to optimize procedural fairness, efficiency and predictability.
While some of these stages overlap, in general when one stage is completed, the next one
commences. It is the responsibility of the JRP to keep the hearing process moving forward and
on schedule. Hence, the JRP will generally be reluctant to waive or extend deadlines without
good justification.
There are a variety of participants in the JRP process:
Project Proponent: Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipelines.
Government Participants: Federal, provincial, territorial and municipal governments,
including the Government of Alberta and many of its agencies, as well as Environment
Canada, Natural Resources Canada, Transport Canada, Fisheries and Oceans Canada
and the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development.
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Intervenors: Registered Intervenors include many First Nations, non-governmental
organizations, resource and energy sector corporations, and individuals. Intervenors can
also register multiple people to provide oral evidence to the Panel.
The Public: Members of the public, including people from communities directly
impacted by the pipeline, may register to make short oral statements, or simply send a
Letters of Comment to the Panel expressing their views.
The Proponent, Government Participants and Intervenors are often referred to collectively as
the Parties in the hearing.
The review of the Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipeline is governed by requirements of the
National Energy Board Act, the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act and various regulations
and agreements made under this legislation. To proceed, among other things, the pipeline will
ultimately require certificates of public convenience and necessity under the National Energy
Board Act 20 and federal permits, licenses and approvals that can only be granted following an
environmental assessment. 21 In September 2006 a draft Joint Review Panel Agreement between
the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency and the National Energy Board (NEB) was
released, but was not finalized until December 2009. 22 This Agreement creates a framework for
a review process that meets the requirements of both pieces of legislation. This was later
augmented by an equivalency agreement executed by BC and the NEB in June 2010, which
establishes that projects that undergo an NEB assessment do not require a provincial
environmental assessment. 23 However, prior to a decision by the NEB on the project, BC may
withdraw from this agreement upon providing 30 days notice. 24
The Joint Review Process is also guided by the legal principles of natural justice and procedural
fairness. 25 The NEB has characterized these principles as follows:

20

Certificates are required under s. 52 of the National Energy Board Act for both pipelines (one carrying crude oil
and the other carrying condensate).
21
Under s. 5(2) of CEAA permits, licences and approvals required for a project to proceed can only be issued
following the environmental assessment of the Project.
22
CEAA and NEB, “Backgrounder – Northern Gateway Pipeline Project Joint Review Panel Agreement and Terms of
Reference”, online: CEAA <here>; Agreement Between the National Energy Board and the Minister of the
Environment Concerning the Joint Review of the Northern Gateway Pipeline Project, online: NEB <here>.
23
National Energy Board and Environmental Assessment Office of British Columbia, “Environmental Assessment
Equivalency Agreement” (21 June 2010), online: NEB <here>.
24 Ibid
25
Sumas Energy 2, Inc (re),2004 LNCNEB 1, No. EH-1-2000 (March 2004) at para 26, online: Quicklaw.
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First, a party must have an adequate opportunity to be heard before a decision is made
affecting that party’s interest. The second component is that the decision must be made
by an independent decision-maker. 26
For a party to have an adequate opportunity to be heard
…requires that all parties know the case that is to be met and be provided with the
opportunity to respond fully and defend their own position. It also requires that the
decision be made on the basis of evidence presented, and not on the basis of perception,
impression, anecdote or merely the number of people in opposition to, or in support of,
an application. 27
Any application to adduce late evidence or depart from the rules governing the hearing process
will be considered by the JRP in the context of the foregoing principles.
We now offer a short commentary on the nature of, and functions served by the rules governing
the seven stages of the JRP hearing process.

2010 | | | | | | | |

2011

| | | | | | | |

2012

| | | | | | | |

2013

| | | | | | | |

Stage 1: Pre-Hearing Matters
The JRP was formally constituted on January 20, 2010. 28 On May 27, 2010 Enbridge applied to
the NEB for the required approvals. 29 The submission of additional evidence by Enbridge has
been ongoing, but governed by the rules and deadlines described in the remainder of Part I of
this report. 30

26

Sumas Energy 2, Inc (re),2004 LNCNEB 1, No. EH-1-2000 (March 2004) at para 26, online: Quicklaw.
Sumas Energy 2, Inc (re),2004 LNCNEB 1, No. EH-1-2000 (March 2004) at para 27, online: Quicklaw.
28
CEAA and NEB, “Joint Review Panel Established for the Northern Gateway Pipeline Project”(20 January 2010),
online: NEB <here>.
29
Letter to Ms. Anne-Marie Erickson, Secretary of the Board, from Enbridge Northern Gateway Pipelines, “Subject:
Northern Gateway Pipelines Limited Partnership Application Submission” (27 May 2010), online: Public Registry
<here>. Enbridge applied for two Certificates of Public Convenience and Necessity (for two pipelines, one carrying
condensate and the other oil) as well as approval of toll principles, pursuant to the National Energy Board Act, at s.
52 and Part IV.
30
Specifically, Enbridge has submitted additional evidence in response to written questions (or “Information
Requests”) from the JRP, Intervenors and Government Participants, as well as in response to written questioning of
Intervenor and Government Participant evidence.
27
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The National Energy Board Rules of Practice and Procedure, 1995 31 establish the general rules for the
practice and procedures to be followed by the JRP. After receiving comments on the Terms of
Reference for the review in September 2010 32 and deciding issues arising from this process 33 the
JRP issued a Hearing Order dated May 5, 2011. 34 This Order established specific procedural
details such as the timeline for the various phases of the review and the opportunities for
governments, corporations, non-governmental organizations, community groups and members
of the public to become involved in the process.
2010 | | | | | | | |

2011

| | | | | | | |

2012

| | | | | | | |

2013

| | | | | | | |

Stage 2: Registration
There are several ways to register to participate in the JRP process: (a) as a Government
Participant; (b) as an Intervenor; and (c) for the purpose of making an oral statement during
community hearings. 35

Government Participants
As noted, the Government of Alberta, several federal departments, 36 and six local governments
have registered as Government Participants. 37 The Province of BC has not. Government
Participants:
•

Question Enbridge in writing and during final hearings;

•

Submit written questions to Intervenors and other Government Participants, with
approval of the JRP, on the evidence parties have filed;

•

Submit written evidence;

•

Respond in writing to questions received about evidence filed;

•

Answer questions during final hearings that have been pre-approved by the JRP;

•

Question Intervenors, with the approval of the JRP, during final hearings;

31

SOR/95-208, online: Department of Justice <here>.
Letter from JRP “Procedural Direction” (5 July 2010), online: Public Registry <here>;
33
Letter from JRP, “Response to Panel Sessions” (19 January 2011), online: Public Registry <here>; JRP, “Panel
Results and Decision” (19 January 2011), online: Public Registry <here>.
34
Enbridge Northern Gateway Project: Joint Review Panel “Hearing Order OH-4-2011 for the Northern Gateway
Pipelines Inc. Enbridge Northern Gateway Project” (5 May 2011), online: NEB <here> [Hearing Order OH-4-2011];
Hearing Order issued pursuant to s. 23 of the National Energy Board Rules of Practice and Procedure, 1995, SOR,
95-208.
35
Ibid article 7.
36
Federal ministries registered as Government Participants include Environment Canada, Natural Resources
Canada, Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development, and Transport Canada.
37
Local Governments registered as Intervenors include: District of Chetwynd, District of Fort St. James, District of
Kitimat, Village of Masset, Village of Queen Charlotte, and Woodlands County.
32
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•

File and respond to notices of motion; and

•

Submit final arguments. 38

Intervenors

Other interested parties, including First Nations, may register as Intervenors. Registered
Intervenors include many First Nation governments, oil companies, non-government
organizations including environmental organizations and labour unions, and individuals. 39 As
noted, the Province of BC has registered as an Intervenor. 40 The role of Intervenors is similar to
Government Participants. Intervenors:
•

Question Enbridge in writing and during final hearings;

•

Submit written questions to Intervenors and Government Participants on evidence;

•

Submit written evidence and, with permission of the JRP, oral evidence;

•

Answer written and oral questions about evidence they have filed;

•

Question Enbridge and other Intervenors orally during final hearings;

•

Question government participants during final hearings (questions must be approved
by the JRP);

•

File and respond to notices of motion; and

•

Submit final arguments. 41

The Difference between Intervenor and Government Participant Status
While Government Participants and Intervenors play similar roles in the process, there are two
major differences. The first difference is that Intervenors are allowed to submit evidence orally
during community hearings. 42 Evidence may be submitted orally where (a) it consists of oral
traditional knowledge, personal knowledge or evidence that cannot be submitted in writing
and (b) it can be submitted in three hours or less. 43 Both Government Participants and
Intervenors may also submit evidence in writing – the deadline for doing so was January 4,
2012. 44
The second difference is that Government Participants may be subject to questioning during
final hearings on topics approved by the Panel even if they have not submitted evidence to the
38

Hearing Order OH-4-2011, supra note 34, at article 7.3.2 (p. 10).
See list of registered Intervenors and Government Participants on the Public Registry here.
40
Letter to JRP from BC EAO, “Province of British Columbia – Registration of Intervenor Status”, online: Public
Registry <here>.
41
Hearing Order, OH-4-2011 supra note 34, at article 7.3.1 (p. 9).
42
Hearing Order, OH-4-2011 supra note 34 at articles 7.3.1, 7.2, 8.6.
43
JRP “Procedural Direction #4 – Oral Evidence of Intervenors”, online: Public Registry <here>.
44
Amended Hearing Order, supra note 16, at article 8.5.
39
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hearing. 45 By contrast, Intervenors are only required to answer questions about the evidence
they have put on the record. 46 The scope and nature of this questioning, known as “crossexamination” is discussed later in this Report (under Stage 6: Cross-examination).
As BC has not submitted evidence to the Panel it has been able to decline to answer information
requests from other Intervenors. 47 Moreover, BC recently advised the JRP that it will not be
presenting witnesses for cross-examination during the hearings. 48
Oral Statements and Letters of Comment
Individuals may register to submit oral statements during community hearings. These
statements are short (10 minutes or less) and are meant to allow the panel to receive personal
knowledge, views and concerns about the project. 49 In order to make an oral statement,
individuals were required to register by October 6, 2011. 50 Over 4,000 people throughout BC
and Alberta have registered to make oral statements. 51 Unregistered individuals and groups can
participate in the process by submitting a Letter of Comment by August 31, 2012. 52 To date, over
1,500 Letters of Comments have been filed with the Panel. 53

2010 | | | | | | | |

2011

| | | | | | | |

2012

| | | | | | | |

2013

| | | | | | | |

Stage 3: Written Questions
Enbridge, Government Participants and Intervenors are all entitled to submit written evidence
to the JRP. Much of the evidence submitted to date is highly technical, detailing the impacts the
project may have on surrounding communities, ecosystems and economies as well as options
for mitigating those impacts. Enbridge has submitted detailed information about the proposed
pipeline and tanker routes.
All written evidence submitted is subject to written questions through the information request
process. 54 The goal of this process is to collect evidence necessary for the Parties to test and
45

Hearing Order, OH-4-2011 supra note 34 at article 8.9.
Hearing Order, OH-4-2011 supra note 34; NEB Rules of Practice and Procedure, at s. 36(5).
47
Letter from BC to JRP “Re: Information Request No. 1 to the Government of British Columbia from Douglas
Channel Watch,” (28 May 2012) online: Public Registry <here>.
48
Letter from BC to JRP, “Re: May 30 Procedural Conference,” (11 June 2012) online: <here>.
49
JRP “Procedural Direction #5 – Community Hearings for Oral Statements”, online: Public Registry <here>.
50
Hearing Order, OH-4-2011 supra note 34, at article, at 7.2 (p8).
51
See registration for oral statements, online: Public Registry <here>.
52
Amended Hearing Order, supra note 16 at article 7.1 (p. 1).
53
See Letters of Comment filed with the JRP here.
54
NEB Rules of Practice and Procedure, 1995 at s. 32 -34; Hearing Order OH-4-2011, supra note 34 at article 8.3,
8.7.
46
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explore Enbridge’s application and to assist Intervenors in preparing their final submissions to
the JRP. 55
There are two distinct phases of written questioning. During the first phase, the evidence
Enbridge submitted as part of its application was subject to written questions from Intervenors
and Government Participants throughout August – November 2011. 56 Following this,
Intervenors and Government Participants were given an opportunity to submit their own
evidence. 57
The second phase of written questioning took place from May – July 2012. During this second
phase, evidence submitted by Intervenors and Government Participants is subject to written
questions from all Parties. When this process is complete, Enbridge may submit additional
evidence in response to any information added to the record. 58All of this information may be
used by the JRP in making its final decision.
It should be noted that while the deadlines for the submission of written evidence and
questions have now expired, the Panel continues to make information requests on its own. 59 The
JRP has made ten such requests to Enbridge, the most recent of which was made on May 10,
2012. 60 The Panel has also requested all Aboriginal Intervenors comment on the mitigation
measures proposed by Enbridge to address concerns raised by each group about potential
impacts of the project. 61 In addition, the Panel has requested additional information from
Government Participants such as Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 62 Transport Canada 63 and the

55

Emera Brunswick Pipeline Co. (Re), 2007 LNCNEB 3, No. GH-1-2006 [May 2007], at Appendix VI, (quicklaw) citing
Westcoast Energy Inc. (GH-5-94), Transcript volume 3 (8 February 1995), at 340-342 referring to ss. 32-34 of the
National Energy Board Rules of Practice and Procedure, 1995.
56
After parties registered in July 2011, Intervenors and Government Participants were given an opportunity to
submit written questions to Enbridge based on its application. The first round of written questions took place in
August 2011, and Enbridge was given until early October to respond. Parties were then given a second opportunity
to ask questions of Enbridge’s evidence in early November 2011. Enbridge was given a month to respond to these.
57
The deadline for Intervenors and Government Participants to submit their own evidence was January 4, 2012,
see Amended Hearing Order, supra note 16
58
The deadline for Enbridge to submit reply evidence in July 20, 2012, see Amended Hearing Order, supra note 16
at article 8.8.
59
The JRP is empowered to request additional information from parties that is necessary for the Panel to obtain “a
full and satisfactory understanding of the subject-matter of the proceeding” pursuant to s. 18 of the National
Energy Board Rules of Practice and Procedure, 1995.
60
Letter from JRP to Northern Gateway Pipeline Inc. (10 May 2012), “Information Request No. 10 to Northern
Gateway”, online: Public Registry <here>.
61
See: Panel Information Request No. 1 to All Aboriginal Intervenors: individual requests to each Intervenor are
available in the public registry here.
62
Letter from JRP to Fisheries and Oceans Canada, “Information Request No. 1 to Fisheries and Oceans Canada”
(10 May 2012), online: Public Registry <here>.
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Government of Alberta. 64 All evidence submitted in response to these information requests
continues to be added to the record.

2010 | | | | | | | |

2011

| | | | | | | |

2012

| | | | | | | |

2013

| | | | | | | |

Stage 4 & 5: Community Hearings – Oral Evidence and Oral Statements
Stage 4: Oral Evidence
At community hearings, Intervenors may give evidence orally, with permission of the Panel.
The majority of oral evidence was given from January to April 2012 and consisted of traditional
knowledge or evidence that could not be provided in writing. Oral evidence has been submitted
by Intervenors, and the participants they have registered to speak, in communities along the
proposed pipeline and tanker routes.

Stage 5: Oral Statements
At community hearings conducted from March – July 2012 65 (and to be conducted between
November 2012 – March 2013), 66 the more than 4,000 individuals who registered in October
2011 are permitted to give short (10 minute maximum) statements providing their personal
knowledge, views and concerns about the pipeline. Many of these hearings have been and will
be held in communities not directly located on the pipeline or tanker route.

?
2010 | | | | | | | |

2011

| | | | | | | |

2012

| | | | | | | |

2013

| | | | | | | |

Stage 6 – Cross-Examination
Oral questioning, or cross-examination, of evidence is scheduled to begin in September 2012.
During this stage Parties will be asked questions about any evidence they have submitted
throughout the process. 67 No new evidence will be presented, except in direct response to oral

63

Letter from JRP to Transport Canada, “Information Request Number 1 to Transport Canada” (31 October 2011),
online: Public Registry <here>.
64
Letter from JRP to Alberta, “Information Request No. 1 to Alberta Government” (10 May 2012), online: Public
Registry <here>.
65
JRP, “Community Hearings for Oral Statements”, online: JRP <here>.
66
Amended Hearing Order, supra note 16 at Appendix II – Timetable of Events (p4).
67
NEB Rules of Practice and Procedure, 1995 at s. 36(5).
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questions. 68 The purpose of cross-examination is to ‘test’ the evidence. This process will assist
the JRP to “disregard any statements that are not so supported [by evidence], and to make its
determination based solely on the record.” 69
Enbridge and Intervenors can ask Government Participants questions that have been preapproved by the Panel. These questions do not have to relate directly to the evidence
Government Participants have filed (although such questioning is permitted). The pre-approval
process is to take place between July 6 and August 3, 2012, with Government Participants and
Intervenors involved in a dialogue about what questions may or may not be asked. 70
Intervenors are to describe the nature of their questions in requests to ask questions of
Government Participants. Government Participants are then given an opportunity to respond.
Intervenors may then reply to any response from government before the Panel makes a decision
on what questions to allow.

?
2010 | | | | | | | |

2011

| | | | | | | |

2012

| | | | | | | |

2013

| | | | | | | |

Stage 7 – Final Argument
Finally, beginning in April 2013, Enbridge, Government Participants and Intervenors will have
an opportunity to make final arguments. As part of this process, they will elaborate their
position on the project, suggest what conclusions the Panel should reach on the evidence and
what recommendations it should ultimately make in its final report. A final decision on the
project is not expected until the end of 2013. 71
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Part II

Bearing in the mind the procedural context and rules set out in Part I, we now turn to the more
specific questions at the centre of this Report: namely (1) the legal implications of BC’s decision
to register as an Intervenor rather than a Government Participant; and (2) the legal implications
surrounding BC’s decision not to tender evidence to date, and the potential that it may seek to
do so after the deadline for submitting such evidence has expired and prior to the projected
conclusion of the JRP hearing in 2013.

Question 1: What implications flow from BC’s decision to register as an
Intervenor as opposed to a Government Participant?
The decision of the Province of British Columbia to register in this hearing as an Intervenor
rather than Government Participant is unusual. The only other provincial government entities
registered as Intervenors are BC Hydro and the Saskatchewan Ministry of Energy and
Resources. All federal government agencies involved in the hearings have registered as
Government Participants, as did the Government of Alberta and its agencies.
As discussed above there are two major differences between Intervenors and Government
Participants, the first being that Intervenors may submit oral evidence during community
hearings. BC has not submitted any oral evidence.
The second major difference is that the ability to cross-examine Intervenors is much more
limited than for Government Participants. Government Participants are not only subject to
cross-examination on evidence that they have tendered, they are also open to be questioned on
other relevant topics preapproved by the Panel. 72 Intervenors, in contrast, are only subject to
cross-examination on the evidence they have submitted. 73 Because, as an Intervenor, BC has not
submitted evidence, its position is that it does not have to provide witnesses for crossexamination during final hearings. 74
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In summary, by electing to register as an Intervenor and by failing to submit evidence to the
Panel, BC has largely limited its role in this process to asking questions of Enbridge and
submitting final arguments to the Panel. 75 Through these strategic choices, BC has essentially
ensured that it will not be required to answer written questions or be subject to crossexamination during the course of the hearing. 76 This could change, however, if BC were to
decide to seek, and was granted, permission to adduce late evidence – an issue to which we will
now turn.

Question 2: In the event that BC applies for permission to submit evidence
between now and the conclusion of the JRP hearing, would its application
be granted and what implications would flow from such a decision?
In answering this question, it is important to be mindful of the nature and stage of the hearing
process at the time that such a request is made: see Appendices 1 and 2. As of June 2012, the
vast majority of written and oral evidence is already on the record. Enbridge has submitted
lengthy documents detailing how the proposed pipeline would be implemented and mitigation
options. Likewise, Intervenors and Government Participants have submitted voluminous
written evidence before the deadline of January 4, 2012. Some additional evidence continues to
be put on the record in response to ongoing information requests by the Panel and the recent
question period on Intervenor and Government Participant evidence.
Upcoming final hearings will be dedicated to cross-examination on evidence that has already
been submitted, along with pre-approved questions for Government Participants. Given the
Province has not submitted any evidence of its own, it will not be required to answer questions
during the cross-examination stage that commences in September 2012. Final argument is
scheduled to begin in April 2013.
Determination of whether BC would be granted permission to file late evidence will depend in
part on how “late” that evidence is tendered. The deadline for filing written evidence expired
almost six months ago. At this point, no new evidence may be submitted without approval
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from the Panel. 77 The Panel is permitted to extend timelines either on “…its own volition or in
response to a motion by any party” 78 and has done so throughout the hearing on a case-by-case
basis.
In deciding whether to grant this permission the Panel is mandated to consider:
(i)

how the proposed Project will impact the participant;

(ii)

the reasons why the deadline was not met;

(iii)

whether the submission is likely to assist the Panel;

(iv)

whether similar submissions have been, or could be, made by others;

(v)

how other parties could be disadvantaged as a result of the late submissions; and

(vi)

any other relevant considerations. 79

In the past, the NEB has been
... very cautions in determining, on the facts of each request, whether that request for
late participation or to file late evidence, in that particular circumstance, may be
beneficial to the Board in making its decision, and was not in contravention of the
principles of natural justice or unduly prejudicial to the rights of other parties. 80
In hearings such as this, the NEB has emphasized that Parties have a responsibility to
participate “…in a timely manner, and in accordance with the rules established for the
hearing.” 81 The submission of late evidence “…could not only be disruptive to the process, but,
if permitted, could impact the procedural rights of the existing parties.” 82 Interestingly, two of
the three panelists on the Enbridge JRP are co-authors of a NEB decision emphasizing the
responsibilities of Parties to submit their evidence in a timely way. 83
While this JRP has from time-to-time extended deadlines, these have largely been for a
relatively short duration, and at earlier stages of the process. 84 As previous decisions have
77
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demonstrated, the NEB panel members are “very cautious” 85 about admitting late evidence in
these types of processes. This is especially true in later stages of the process. Indeed, previous
NEB decisions have gone so far to conclude that submitting new evidence during final
argument is “contrary to the principles of natural justice.” 86
Should BC intend to adduce evidence in this hearing, time is certainly of the essence. As we
have noted, the deadline for Intervenors to submit evidence expired almost 6 months ago. 87
Furthermore, the NEB has clearly indicated with the privileges of participating in a hearing
such as this come responsibilities to participate “…in a timely manner, and in accordance with
the rules established for the hearing.” 88 Deadlines are not simply rules for the sake of rules, but
uphold the legal principles of natural justice and procedural fairness. The integrity of the review
process depends on the timely submission of evidence.
A significant consideration is the impact of the admission of the new evidence on the interests
of other parties engaged in the hearing process. Parties require reasonable time to review the
evidence, to request additional information (both from the party submitting the evidence in
question and from other parties) and, based on the foregoing, to develop their crossexamination of Enbridge, Intervenors and Government Participants. Similarly, members of the
public, who have until August 31, 2012 to submit their Letters of Comment to Panel, 89 should be
allowed to do so with the benefit of having had access to the complete body of evidence upon
which the Panel will be basing its decision.
Another consideration is whether the evidence in question was previously unavailable to be
tendered. This factor goes to the key question of why the evidence is “late”. In the judicial
arena, the ability to adduce “fresh evidence” after the normal opportunity for tendering
evidence has expired is highly restricted. Ordinarily, a party may only adduce fresh evidence if
it is indeed “fresh” – in other words, either the evidence did not exist when the time limit for
adducing evidence expired, or it could not have been obtained by the tendering party, acting
with due diligence, by the applicable time limit. In the present case, it has been reported that the
BC Minister of Environment is in possession of a completed technical report that the Province

Government of Canada stated that they would not suffer prejudice from the admission of this late written
evidence. See letter granting approval here.
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has yet to tender. 90 Assuming that BC eventually decides to tender this report, the JRP and
other Parties will want to know when the report was completed and why it was not submitted
in a more timely fashion. If there is other documentary evidence that BC is intending to submit
that is still in the process of being prepared, there will likewise be questions as to why this
evidence could not have been submitted sooner. The JRP will be especially concerned if BC is
unable to offer any compelling justification for the delay.
If the Panel ultimately decides to admit the evidence, it will carefully consider the impact upon
the other parties of allowing the evidence to go in. In all likelihood, therefore, it will need to
adjust the hearing schedule and potentially delay final arguments in an attempt to avoid
prejudice to other parties resulting from BC’s failure to adduce its evidence in a timely way.
As such, it would be erroneous to assume that the Panel will automatically or unconditionally
allow any Party to submit new evidence in the form of detailed technical reports or other
documentation at this juncture. With the vast majority of the evidence now on the record,
Parties are already preparing for the final stages of the process – formulating their questions to
test the evidence, requesting approval of the Panel to ask specific questions of Government
Participants and turning their minds to final arguments and submissions. Even assuming the
Panel concludes that there are compelling reasons to justify the Province’s delay in submitting
documentary evidence, the window for the Panel to exercise its discretion to allow new
evidence is about to close. Moreover, granting this request to BC may require the Panel to
adjourn final argument, or take other steps to mitigate potential unfairness to other Parties.
The University of Victoria Environmental Law Centre will continue to monitor the hearing
process and periodically report on procedural and evidentiary developments on its website:
elc.uvic.ca.
******
This report was researched by Emma Hume and co-authored by Ms. Hume and Professor Chris Tollefson. Emma
Hume received her JD from UVic Law in 2012 and is currently articling at the UVic Environmental Law Centre.
Chris Tollefson is the Executive Director of the ELC and Hakai Chair in Environmental Law and Sustainability at
the University of Victoria Faculty of Law.
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